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Abstract The transfer of polypeptide segments into lipid
bilayers to form transmembrane helices represents the
crucial ﬁrst step in cellular membrane protein folding and
assembly. This process is driven by complex and poorly
understood atomic interactions of peptides with the lipid
bilayer environment. The lack of suitable experimental
techniques that can resolve these processes both at atomic
resolution and nanosecond timescales has spurred the
development of computational techniques. In this review,
we summarize the signiﬁcant progress achieved in the last
few years in elucidating the partitioning of peptides into
lipid bilayer membranes using atomic detail molecular
dynamics simulations. Indeed, partitioning simulations can
now provide a wealth of structural and dynamic informa-
tion. Furthermore, we show that peptide-induced bilayer
distortions, insertion pathways, transfer free energies, and
kinetic insertion barriers are now accurate enough to
complement experiments. Further advances in simulation
methods and force ﬁeld parameter accuracy promise to turn
molecular dynamics simulations into a powerful tool for
investigating a wide range of membrane active peptide
phenomena.
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The Importance of Peptide Partitioning Studies
Membrane protein folding and assembly is thought to be a
two-stage process in which transmembrane (TM) helices
are ﬁrst individually established in the bilayer and subse-
quently rearranged to form the functional protein (Jacobs
and White 1989; Popot and Engelman 1990). However,
because of the complex and highly dynamic interactions of
peptides with the lipid bilayer environment, the mecha-
nisms and energetics underlying this process are poorly
understood. In this review, we summarize recent compu-
tational efforts to estimate the free energy of transfer of
polypeptide segments into membranes. Precise partitioning
energetics provide fundamental insights into the folding
and assembly process of membrane proteins. Moreover,
such knowledge will signiﬁcantly improve existing com-
putational methodologies (e.g., force ﬁelds) for ab initio
structure prediction and simulation of membrane proteins.
Current experimental techniques lack the combination
of spatial (atomic) and temporal (nanosecond) resolution
needed for a direct observation of partitioning phenomena.
Furthermore, designing experiments to measure equilib-
rium thermodynamic and kinetic transfer properties of
peptides into lipid bilayers has proved difﬁcult, primarily
because sequences that are sufﬁciently hydrophobic to
insert without disrupting the membrane have a tendency to
aggregate (Ladokhin and White 2004; Wimley and White
2000). To avoid these difﬁculties, the cellular translocon
machinery has recently been utilized to insert polypeptide
segments with systematically designed sequences into the
endoplasmic reticulum membrane, thereby providing the
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arbitrary peptides (Hessa et al. 2005a, 2007). Interestingly,
the results correlate strongly with experimental whole
residue water-to-octanol transfer free energy scales
(Wimley et al. 1996). However, the biological scale might
reﬂect the partitioning of peptides between the translocon
channel and the bilayer, rather than water and bilayer. In
the absence of direct water-to-bilayer partitioning data, this
issue cannot at present be unambiguously resolved.
Recently, extended molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions have been able to reach the temporal realm in which
the partitioning of monomeric hydrophobic peptides into
lipid bilayers takes place. It has therefore become possible
to study the partitioning phenomena quantitatively at
atomic-level resolution. Here we summarize recent pro-
gress and key results in simulation studies of the parti-
tioning process.
Simpliﬁed Membrane Models
The key difﬁculty in folding–partitioning simulations is
sampling. Spontaneous partitioning of peptides into mem-
branes generally requires micro- to milliseconds of simu-
lation. Early computational attempts therefore utilized
simpliﬁed mean-ﬁeld models, where the water and mem-
brane were represented implicitly as a continuum, the
so-called implicit membrane methods (for a recent review
of these models, see Ulmschneider and Ulmschneider
2010). This greatly speeds up peptide sampling by reducing
the computer time spent on the solvent. The most advanced
implicit membrane methods are based on the generalized
Born theory for ionic solvation, and their application to
small hydrophobic peptides has provided a conﬁrmation of
the theoretically predicted folded insertion pathway and
rough estimates of the energetics involved (Im and Brooks
2005; Ulmschneider and Ulmschneider 2007, 2008b).
However, these models cannot account for many important
bilayer effects such as hydrogen bonding and hydration of
the lipid head group environment and bilayer distortions
due to, e.g., hydrophobic mismatch, as the membrane is
reduced to essentially a low dielectric continuum.
A similar but conceptually different approach is the use
of coarse-grained (CG) models (Lindahl and Sansom
2008). Here adjacent atoms are fused together into ‘‘beads’’
to reduce the total number of nonbonded interactions
that have to be computed. Numerous applications to long-
timescale peptide–membrane phenomena have been
reported, such as the aggregation and poroidal insertion of
antimicrobial and cell-penetrating peptides, and the for-
mation of TM helix bundles from individually inserted
helices (see Gurtovenko et al. 2010 for an extensive recent
review). Despite these successes, the ability of CG to
quantitatively reproduce partitioning phenomena appears
restricted. Typical drawbacks are the lack of hydrogen
bonds and the absence of water polarizability, as well as
CG water beads that are too big to pass through membrane
pores or act as buried structural water. The most severe
limitation of CG methods is their inherent requirement to
ﬁx the protein secondary and tertiary structure through use
of restraints or scaffolding interactions. This greatly
reduces the predictive power and credibility of these
simulations.
To extract quantitative partitioning data from peptide–
membrane simulations, it is preferable to use unbiased
atomic detail methods that capture all physiochemical
interactions accurately. For the rest of this review, we will
therefore concentrate on atomistic simulations, which pro-
vide a more truthful representation of the peptide parti-
tioning phenomena. Recent simulation results have
demonstrated that the timescales required to observe com-
plete peptide–membrane adsorption, folding, and insertion
processes can now be reached (Ulmschneider et al. 2010a).
For partitioning studies, there is therefore probably no
further need to use less accurate and simpliﬁed methods.
Potential of Mean Force Methods
Atomic detail membrane simulations are superior to all
other methods in terms of accuracy, realism, and predictive
power. They directly account for structural water mole-
cules and accurate treatment of hydrogen bonds, capture
the reordering of solvents via polarization, and reproduce
entropic effects due to lipid tail order and bilayer defor-
mations. However, all this comes at the cost of requiring
signiﬁcantly larger computational resources. Consequently,
simulations have been kept rather short. Typical lengths are
in the t\200 ns range, too short to directly observe water-
to-bilayer peptide partitioning (Freites et al. 2005).
Instead, the preferred approach has been to use umbrella
sampling and related free energy methods to obtain the
insertion energetics and potentials of mean force (PMF)
along the membrane normal. These studies have ranged
from PMFs for amino acid side chain analogues (Johansson
and Lindahl 2008; MacCallum et al. 2008), individual
amino acids on helical scaffold peptides (Li et al. 2008a),
and a synthetic model hexapeptide (Babakhani et al. 2008).
These PMF calculations have helped to improve our
understanding of the preferred orientation and location of
peptides in membranes as well as associated peptide-
induced bilayer perturbations. In addition, PMFs have
provided more accurate estimates of the transfer free
energies of individual amino acids into the bilayer. We will
describe in detail below how these methods have been used
to study the energetics of arginine partitioning.
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123It is, however, difﬁcult to predict full-peptide parti-
tioning data of relevant sequences (e.g., antimicrobials)
from insertion scales of side chain analogues (lacking
backbone contributions) or individual amino acids because
these potentials are not simply additive and strongly vary
with sequence position, folding state, and adjacent residues
that can either act cooperatively or not. PMFs should
therefore ideally be obtained for full peptides. One draw-
back of PMF calculations is the potential lack of conver-
gence due to incomplete sampling at critical parts along the
constraint coordinate that can lead to incorrect free energy
estimates and hysteresis effects. In addition, these simula-
tions spend most of their sampling time in high-energy
transition-barrier regions of phase space that are never
really populated in equilibrium. A simple alternative is to
study full-peptide partitioning using conventional equilib-
rium simulations. The success of this approach appears to
hint that the current trend to approach biomolecular ques-
tions by use of restraining potentials, umbrella sampling,
and pulling forces can lead scientists to overlook the fact
that sometimes these processes can be much more easily
studied by simple equilibrium simulations.
Atomic Detail Partitioning Simulations:
The Importance of Accurate Parameters
Studying water-to-bilayer partitioning phenomena directly
with conventional MD simulations requires sufﬁcient
sampling. Previously, this was thought to be unfeasible as a
result of the millisecond-level timescales necessary to
ensure that the process is captured in its entirety. However,
this has turned out to be an overestimation, with com-
pletely converged peptide partitioning studies requiring as
little as 1–2 ls in some cases, depending on the kinetic
insertion barrier of the peptide.
Crucial to the success of these simulations is the careful
calibration and veriﬁcation of force ﬁeld parameters to
ensure that the strength of the protein–lipid interactions is
accurately reproduced. At the time of their design, most
force ﬁelds could not be tested beyond the pico- to nano-
second range (Freddolino et al. 2008), making their
extension to multimicrosecond simulations potentially
problematic.
Indeed, the ﬁrst nanosecond-timescale replica exchange
partitioning simulation performed with an atomic lipid
bilayer representation showed that a highly helical WALP
peptide (sequence: ace-AWW-(LA)5-WWA-ame) (Killian
2003) inserted into the lipid bilayer while fully extended
(Nymeyer et al. 2005) (Fig. 1a). Subsequent multimicro-
second MD simulations (Ulmschneider and Ulmschneider
2008a) of the same peptide not only replicated the unfolded
insertion pathway, but also found stable unfolded confor-
mationsastheenergeticallyfavorednativestateeventhough
a different force ﬁeld was used (Fig. 1b) (Ulmschneider and
Ulmschneider 2008a, 2009a).
The results from these two pioneering partitioning
studies are in direct contradiction to a vast body of exper-
imental evidence and careful theoretical considerations
(reviewed in White 2006; White and Wimley 1999), which
Fig. 1 a Unfolded insertion as observed by a 3-ns atomic detail MD
replica exchange simulation (Nymeyer et al. 2005). The progress
along the free energy surface (a, inset) shows that insertion occurs
before formation of hydrogen bonds and is associated with an energy
drop. b Unfolded insertion and stable unfolded equilibrium
conﬁgurations observed from a 3-ls direct partitioning MD simula-
tion (Ulmschneider and Ulmschneider 2008a). Both simulations show
erroneous unfolded insertion and stable unfolded conformers in the
membrane. Adapted from Nymeyer et al. (2005) and Ulmschneider
and Ulmschneider (2008a)
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123strongly suggests that unfolded conformers cannot exist in
the bilayer core, and that interfacial helical folding will
always precede peptide insertion into the bilayer (Jacobs
and White 1989; Popot and Engelman 1990). The principle
reason is the prohibitive cost of desolvating exposed (i.e.,
unformed) peptide bonds. Burial of an exposed peptide
backbone is estimated to carry a penalty of *0.5 kcal/mol
per bond for transfer from the semiaqueous bilayer interface
(Ladokhin and White 1999; Wimley et al. 1998; Wimley
and White 1996) and *4.0 kcal/mol per bond from bulk
water (Ben-Tal et al. 1996, 1997; White 2006; White and
Wimley 1999). As a consequence, lipid bilayers are pow-
erful inducers of secondary structure formation, rapidly
driving peptides into folded states. The observed erroneous
behavior in the simulations was likely due to both incom-
plete sampling as well as a failure of the used force ﬁelds to
accurately balance lipid–protein interactions.
In response, a new set of lipid parameters was developed
using many microseconds of simulation time to accurately
capture the key structural, dynamic, and thermodynamic
properties of ﬂuid lipid bilayers (Ulmschneider and
Ulmschneider 2009b). Partitioning simulations with these
new parameters in combination with OPLS-AA (Jorgensen
et al. 1996) protein force ﬁeld have conﬁrmed the folded
insertion pathway (Ulmschneider et al. 2010a).
Equilibrium Properties and Determining the Free
Energy of Insertion
Partitioning simulations have now conﬁrmed that the gen-
eral pathways taken by membrane-inserting peptides con-
sists of three steps: absorption, interfacial folding, and
folded TM insertion, as illustrated for Leu10 in Fig. 2a.
The nonequilibrium phase (stages I and II) is usually
completed in\500 ns of simulation. Subsequently,
strongly hydrophobic peptides (e.g., WALP) insert irre-
versibly (Ulmschneider et al. 2009), while the equilibrium
for less hydrophobic peptides consists of ﬂipping back and
forth between folded interfacial and TM inserted orienta-
tions, with the secondary structure remaining a-helical
(Ulmschneider et al. 2010a).
The equilibrium interfacial and TM states can be dis-
tinguished by their characteristic center of mass position
along the membrane normal (zCM) and helix tilt angle (h)
(Fig. 3). The TM state is a deeply buried helix aligned
along the membrane normal (h\20), independent of
peptide length. In contrast, the interfacial state (S) is a
horizontal surface bound helix for shorter peptides
(e.g., WALP16) (h & 908), while longer sequences can
adopt helix-turn-helix motifs (WALP23) (Fig. 2b). Inser-
tion depths vary depending on peptide hydrophobicity. By
means of x-ray scattering, Hristova et al. (2001) found
amphiphilic melittin peptides to reside near the glycerol
carbonyl linker zCM & 17.5 ± 0.2 A ˚, while the highly
hydrophobic peptides (WALP, polyL) studied by simula-
tions so far bury more deeply at the edge of the acyl chains
just below the glycerol/carbonyl groups (zCM & 12 A ˚).
A major advantage of the atomic models over mean-ﬁeld or
coarse-grained methods is that it is possible to observe in
detail how peptides are accommodated into and perturb
lipid bilayers, both in the interfacial and TM states (Fig. 4).
The partitioning equilibrium can be visualized by pro-
jecting the orientational free energy DG as a function of
peptide tilt angle and center of mass position zCM along the
membrane normal (Fig. 5). Generally membrane inserting
peptides display characteristic S (zCM & ± 15 A ˚,
h & 908) and TM (zCM & 0A ˚, h & 08) minima. Nonin-
sertion peptides lack the TM state. Figure 5 shows the shift
in partitioning equilibrium associated with lengthening
polyleucine (Ln) peptides from n = 5 to 10 residues as
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Fig. 2 a Folded insertion pathway as observed for L10 at 80C.
Shown is the insertion depth (center of mass z-position) as a function
of peptide helicity. Adsorption to the interface from the unfolded
initial state in water occurs in *2 ns (U). The peptide then folds into
a surface bound state (S) and subsequently inserts as a TM helix.
b The S state is a horizontal surface bound helix for shorter peptides
(WALP16), while longer sequences prefer a helix-turn-helix motif
(WALP23). The TM state is always a uniform helix, independent of
peptide length. Adapted from Ulmschneider et al. (2010a, b)
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123studied by Ulmschneider et al. (2010b). Overall, these free
energy projections reveal a true and simple thermodynamic
system: Only two states exist (S and TM), and they are both
sufﬁciently populated to directly derive the free energy of
insertion from
DGS!TM ¼  RT ln
pTM
pS

ð1Þ
Here T is the temperature of the system, R is the gas
constant, and pTM the population of the TM inserted state.
In the absence of other states, the free energy difference
assumes the simple equation
DGS!TM ¼ RT lnð1=pTM   1Þð 2Þ
characteristic of a two-state Boltzmann system. Conver-
gence is very important, so a high number of transitions
between states is needed for pTM to be accurate. For pep-
tides with a short hydrophobic stretch the interfacial state
dominates and DG[0, while longer sequences mainly
insert to form TM helices (DG\0). For very long peptides
(Ln with n[12, WALP16, WALP23, etc.), the insertion
into the TM state becomes irreversible as it is greatly
favored over the interfacial helix, resulting in no equilib-
rium population of the S state (pTM = 100%). In this case,
DG\\0, and cannot reliably be calculated.
For Ln, the computational insertion propensities were
found to correlate remarkably well with experimental
apparent free energies for in vitro insertion of polyleucine
segments via the Sec61 translocon (Jaud et al. 2009). Jaud
et al. (2009) have previously shown that the experimental
insertion propensity as a function of the number of leucine
residues n can be ﬁtted perfectly to the sigmoidal func-
tion pn = [1 ? exp(–bDGn)]
-1, where b = 1/kT. Figure 6
shows the experimental and computed insertion propensi-
ties together with the best-ﬁt models (R
2[0.99). Both
curves display two-state Boltzmann behavior, with a tran-
sition to TM inserted conﬁgurations for longer peptides.
Figure 6b shows that DGn increases perfectly linearly with
n in both simulations and experiment. Interestingly, the
offset and slope vary slightly, reﬂecting a shift of the
computed insertion probability curve toward shorter pep-
tides by *2.4 leucine residues, corresponding to a DDG =
DGtranslocon - DGdirect = 1.91 ± 0.01 kcal/mol offset between
the experimental and computational insertion free energies.
At present the reason for this offset is not clear, but it is
likely to reﬂect the difference between water-to-bilayer and
translocon-to-bilayer peptide insertion.
Partitioning Kinetics: Determination of the Insertion
Barrier
A major advantage of the direct partitioning simulations is
that the kinetics of the process can be calculated for the
ﬁrst time. However, because of the limited timescale
of *1–2 ls achievable in the MD simulations, this is
difﬁcult to estimate at ambient temperature. By increasing
the simulation temperature, one can dramatically increase
peptide insertion and expulsion rates. This is possible
because hydrophobic peptides are remarkably thermostable
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partitioning of the L10 peptide at
80C. Adsorption and folding
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(U) occurs in *5 ns.
Subsequently, the peptide is
found as either a surface (S)
helix or a TM inserted helix,
with a characteristic center of
mass position along the
membrane normal (zCM) and
helix tilt angle. Adapted from
Ulmschneider et al. (2010b)
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123in the presence of bilayers, generally remaining fully
helical even at highly elevated temperatures of 90C,
irrespective of their insertion state (Ulmschneider et al.
2010a). The situation is radically different from globular
proteins, which usually present an ensemble of conforma-
tions at equilibrium and are only marginally thermostable.
Even modest heating causes radical changes to the
ensemble as the peptide conformers denature. In contrast,
peptide partitioning equilibria are not of structural
ensembles but of fully folded helices in different mem-
brane locations, at least for the monomeric systems con-
sidered here. As a result, no folding/unfolding events
complicate the kinetic scheme, which corresponds to a
simple two-state partitioning process of a rigid a-helix.
The partitioning kinetics for tryptophan ﬂanked
WALP16 and WALP23 peptides as well as an unﬂanked
polyleucine (L8) are summarized as Arrhenius plots in
Fig. 7 (Ulmschneider et al. 2010a). In all cases, a ﬁt of
k * exp (-bDH
) can be achieved (quality of ﬁt
r
2[85%), indicating a ﬁrst-order, single-barrier process.
From this, both the activation enthalpy for insertion
DHS?TM
 and expulsion DHTM?S
 can be determined
(Table 1). For peptides without anchoring residues (e.g.,
aromatics or ionizable residues), the barriers for both
insertion and expulsions are relatively weak: L8 has an
enthalpic barrier of DH
 & 5–8 kcal/mol, with transition
times of up to *0.5 lsa t3 0 C (Ulmschneider et al.
2010a). This contrasts with the much higher DHS?TM
 =
23.3 ± 5 kcal/mol for WALP16 and 24.2 ± 6 kcal/mol
for WALP23. Here, translocation of the anchoring Trp
residues is the rate-limiting step, which can be seen from
the apparent independence of the barrier on the length of
the peptides. Extrapolated to room temperature (25C), the
insertion times are s = 107 ± 15 ms for WALP16 and
C
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Fig. 4 Bilayer deformation and accommodation of the peptides.
a Density proﬁles of the bilayer shows that the S state of W16 and
W23 is located just below the water interface. The terminal
tryptophans are anchored in the interface, while the rest of the
peptide is in contact mainly with the alkane tails (CH2), with only a
small overlap with the phosphocholine (PC) head groups and
carbonylglycerol (CG) groups. b The equilibrium-phase time-aver-
aged phosphate position from the bilayer center for the surface bound
(S) and membrane spanning (TM) helix of W16 shows the peptide
induced distortion to the bilayer, with the PC head groups covering
the peptide in both conﬁgurations (the nitrogen atom of choline is
represented as a blue sphere, and the phosphor atom of the phosphate
is orange). Local thinning in the vicinity of the peptide is caused by
the head groups bending over the helix in order to compensate for the
bilayer expansion (*2%) caused by the peptide. Once inserted in a
TM conﬁguration, the head groups must cover the extra area of the
W16 helix, leading to a circular decrease in bilayer width around the
peptide, consistent with a negatively mismatched peptide. c Bilayer
deformation in the vicinity of the TM helix. The time-averaged
phosphate position along the membrane normal (Zposition) varies
exponentially with radial distance from the peptide. For negatively
mismatched W16, this results in a signiﬁcant local decrease in bilayer
width around the peptide, while W23 shows a slight positive
mismatch. Adapted from Ulmschneider et al. (2010a)
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123s = 163 ± 24 ms for WALP23 (Table 1), which is beyond
the timescales typically achievable in MD simulations.
Even at elevated temperatures, expulsion rates cannot be
obtained because this process is many orders of magnitude
slower than insertion and is never observed in the simu-
lations of these highly hydrophobic peptides. These results
match well to time-resolved ﬂuorescence experiments of a
similar 25-residue hydrophobic peptide in dioleoylglycero-
phosphocholine (DOPC) vesicles (Meijberg and Booth
2002). There, Arrhenius-like kinetics were observed from
20–45C, with an estimated activation energy of DHin
 =
21 ± 2 kcal/mol, very similar to the 15–23 kcal/mol
obtained here. However, insertion at 30C( s = 430 s) was
orders of magnitude slower than for WALP (*0.1 s).
Future experiments and simulations will be required to
clarify these issues.
Partitioning Charged Side Chains
Aromatic and charged residues are more abundant at the
end of TM segments, reﬂecting their preference for the
head group region of the lipid bilayer (Ulmschneider et al.
2005; Ulmschneider and Sansom 2001; Yau et al. 1998).
Besides anchoring membrane proteins in the bilayer, many
charged residues also play signiﬁcant functional roles.
A striking example is the voltage-sensing component of
virtually all voltage-gated ion channels, the S4 TM helix,
containing four or more Arg residues (Aggarwal and
MacKinnon 1996; Seoh et al. 1996; Swartz 2008). How-
ever, the burial of charge in the hydrophobic interior of a
bilayer comes at a high price. The energetic penalty
experienced by Arg residues close to bilayer center is
estimated from continuum models to be in the range of
40 kcal/mol (Honig and Hubbell 1984). Even though the
presence of a charged residue deep in the bilayer will
undoubtedly be associated with unfavorable energetics to
some degree, the static continuum models fail to account
for the heterogeneity of the lipid bilayer. MD simulations,
on the other hand, are better able to capture the structural
dynamics associated with the perturbation of amphiphilic
lipid molecules in a bilayer upon encountering a strong
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123electric ﬁeld imposed by a charged residue. A PMF,
derived from MD simulations, is frequently used to dem-
onstrate the variation of the solvation energetics for a
certain amino acid residue along the normal to the bilayer
(Fig. 8).
Typically, the PMF proﬁle of a charged residue shows
energy wells coinciding with the location of the polar head
group region and then rises sharply near the hydrophobic
center of the bilayer. The characteristics of a PMF proﬁle
are dependent to some degree on whether the calculation
was based on a series of simulations of isolated amino acid
side chain analogues at different positions along the normal
of the bilayer or, rather, on a target residue moved along-
side a TM helix (Allen 2007; Li et al. 2008b). Although
using a side chain analogue will typically require much
shorter equilibration times, all inﬂuence from a TM helix is
lost, such as amino acid side chains interacting with the
protein backbone or being allowed to snorkel into the head
group region of the bilayer (Johansson and Lindahl 2006,
2008, 2009a; MacCallum et al. 2008). As a result, the
charged amino acid analogue experiences an increased
ﬂexibility in the absence of a helix and its favorable
interactions to the polar head group region are thereby
overestimated (Allen 2007; Li et al. 2008b). Moreover, Arg
analogues have been shown to have greater hydration
numbers, by two to three water molecules compared to Arg
side chains, in bulk water. This was expected to lower the
free energy of solvation in the bulk water reference state,
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Fig. 7 Partitioning kinetics at different temperatures. Arrhenius plots
of the insertion and expulsion rates for WALP16, WALP23, and L8.
The kinetics are approximately ﬁrst order in all cases. The insertion of
the WALP peptides is irreversible as the TM state is greatly favored.
The insertion barrier of DHin
 = 23 kcal/mol is peptide length
independent and caused by the terminal Trp residues. A much lower
barrier of *6 kcal/mol is found for the L8 peptide. Error bars are
derived from block averages. Adapted from Ulmschneider et al.
(2010a)
Table 1 Partitioning kinetics of the L8 and WALP peptides
W16 W23 L8
DHz
SB!TM [kcal/mol] 23.3 ± 5 24.2 ± 6 5.5 ± 2
DHz
TM!SB [kcal/mol] – – 6.3 ± 2
sSB!TM (T =3 0 8C) 57 ± 9m s 8 5± 15 ms 58 ± 17 ns
sTM!SB (T =3 0 8C) – – 457 ± 162 ns
The barrier heights DHz are obtained from the slope of the Arrhenius
plots. Transition times s for L8 are from averaging at 308C. s for W16
and W23 is derived by extrapolating the Arrhenius plot to 308C. No
expulsion rates could be obtained for W16 and W23. Error estimates
are from block averaging. Adapted from (Ulmschneider et al., 2010a)
Fig. 8 The PMF for an Arg residue on a poly-Leu TM helix (bottom),
and MD snapshots depicting the deformation of the lipid bilayer upon
insertion of the charged amino acid residue (top). Adapted from
Dorairaj and Allen (2007), copyright (2007) National Academy of
Sciences, USA
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123leading to an exaggerated barrier of insertion into the
bilayer (Li et al. 2008a). Regardless of the method used,
MD simulations illustrate a common theme of all charged
amino acids, they interact favorably with water molecules
and polar head groups at the edge of the bilayer (Dorairaj
and Allen 2007; Johansson and Lindahl 2006, 2008, 2009a;
Li et al. 2008a; MacCallum et al. 2007, 2008). The basic
Lys and Arg residues are able to form H-bonds to the
phosphate groups of the lipid head groups as well as to the
carbonyl groups, which are located further into the bilayer.
Acidic residues, on the other hand, are only able to H-bond
to the more distal choline groups and will thus show less
pronounced energy wells at the edges of the bilayer com-
pared to basic residues (Johansson and Lindahl 2008).
Interestingly, the PMF proﬁles of basic and acidic residues
has also been shown to be highly dependent on the charge
of the lipid molecules (Johansson and Lindahl 2009a).
Although the maximum insertion barrier was comparable
for Arg insertion between the investigated lipids, the shape
of the proﬁle varied signiﬁcantly with lipid charge. The
zwitterionic, neutral DOPC and the negatively charged
palmitoyloleoylphosphatidylglycerol (POPG) bilayers both
showed advantageous energetics in the head group region,
while the positively charged dioleoyltrimethylammonium-
propane (DOTAP) bilayer did not. The unfavorable ener-
getics in the DOTAP bilayer was attributed the lack of lipid
phosphates in this bilayer, which would provide H-bonding
possibilities for the charged Arg residue.
As a charged residue moves beyond the favorable
interactions in the lipid head group region into the
hydrophobic core, the bilayer will demonstrate its amaz-
ing adaptive abilities. The behavior of a bilayer upon
encountering a heavily charged peptide, based on the S4
sequence, was illustrated by Freites et al. (2005) (Fig. 9).
The effective bilayer thickness was reduced in the vicinity
of the TM helix as lipid phosphates and water molecules
were pulled into they bilayer to provide a stabilizing
H-bonding network around the snorkeling Arg residues.
This type of local bilayer deformation creates two hydro-
philic compartments, at each end of the helix, that help
solvate charged residues in the bilayer interior. The
reduction of the hydrophobic interior was accompanied by
the formation of a highly focused electric ﬁeld in the
vicinity of the TM helix. Vorobyov et al. (2010) also
observe substantial membrane deformations, caused by the
introduction of a charged Arg side chain analogue, causing
substantial disruption of the dipole potential. The Arg
analogue was shown to always assume a position at the
interface between the low-potential region of the water-
ﬁlled deformation and the high-potential region of the
hydrophobic core. In fact, the charged Arg residue
remained hydrated and never crossed the interface, it rather
reshaped it while moving toward the bilayer center and so
never faced the full potential. The work performed against
the electric ﬁeld is what determines the shape of the PMF
proﬁle.
For a bilayer deformation to form, its energetic cost
must be counterbalanced by the free energy of solvating the
side chain. In particular, solvation of the ionized forms of
Asp, Glu, Lys, and Arg are favorable enough for main-
taining large membrane deformations (MacCallum et al.
2008). In contrast, no major bilayer perturbations are
observed upon solvation of their neutral counterparts and
the free energy of insertion for these residues seem to be
governed solely by simple dehydration (Allen 2007).
A prediction of acidic and basic side chain pKa values
inside the bilayer would therefore indicate the maximum
depth at which the solvation of a charged residue might be
upheld by membrane deformations. MacCallum et al.
(2008) report the pKa values of Asp and Glu to move above
7.0 at the bilayer interface, while the basic amino acids stay
charged at much greater bilayer depths. The pKa for Lys
does not fall below 7.0 until 4 A ˚ from the center of the
bilayer. The high pKa of 12.0–13.7 (Angyal and Warburton
1951; Hall and Sprinkle 1932; Nozaki et al. 1967)o fA r gi n
aqueous solution suggests an even greater penetration
ability of its charge. Indeed, several studies show that the
pKa of Arg do not fall below 7.0 until the center of the
bilayer, where enormous deformations of the bilayer help
stabilizing its charge (Li et al. 2008a, 2008b; MacCallum
et al. 2007, 2008). To further explore the inﬂuence the
choice of methodology might have on this result, Allen and
Fig. 9 Simulation snapshot of a model S4 voltage-sensor peptide in a
palmitoyloleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) bilayer, showing bilayer
distortion around the peptide as the Arg residues become solvated by
lipid phosphates and water molecules. Adapted from Freites et al.
(2005), copyright (2005) National Academy of Sciences, USA
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123coworkers (Allen 2007; Li et al. 2008a, 2008b) contrasted a
free Arg side chain analogue against a helix-attached Arg
side chain simulation and found that energy wells and peak
regions of the corresponding PMF proﬁles differed signif-
icantly (Fig. 10a), for reasons discussed above, and that
bilayer deformations were absent for neutral species and
present only when the residues were charged. In fact, the
calculated pKa shift for the Arg side chain remained
unaffected until reaching the 10 A ˚ central portion of the
bilayer, where it dropped by -4.5 units, resulting in a pKa
of 7.5–9.2 still indicative of a charged Arg side chain
(Fig. 10b). The pKa shift for the analogue, however, is
exaggerated and would result in a deprotonated Arg in the
bilayer center, denoting the importance of the TM seg-
ment upon simulating partition dynamics. The unique
penetration depth of charged Arg residues might explain
the evolutionary preference of Arg over Lys in the S4
sensor of the voltage-gated K ? channel (Jiang et al.
2003), since positive gating charges are absolutely required
in order for the channel to respond to changes in the
membrane potential (Aggarwal and MacKinnon 1996;
Seoh et al. 1996; Swartz 2008).
The image of a charged Arg residue residing deep within
the hydrophobic core of the bilayer, coordinated by a net-
work of lipid phosphates and water molecules by means of
bilayer deformations, is illustrative in light of a ground-
breaking experiment, wherein a model helix based on the
sequence of the S4 sensor was shown to become efﬁciently
inserted into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane
(Hessa et al. 2005b). Hessa et al. further utilized their
translocon-mediated insertion system to derive an in vivo
biological hydrophobicity scale (Hessa et al. 2005a), which
show a surprisingly low energy penalty (*2.5 kcal/mol)
for the introduction of an Arg residue in the middle of a
hydrophobic TM helix. While showing a close correspon-
dence to the Wimley–White n-octanol scale (White and
Wimley 1999; Wimley et al. 1996), scales derived from
MD simulations report values typically a factor of 3–4
times higher (Dorairaj and Allen 2007; Johansson and
Lindahl 2009a; MacCallum et al. 2008). This discrepancy
has been attributed to the complexity of the biological
system and, in particular, the absence of a well character-
ized inserted state (Allen 2007; Hessa et al. 2005a;
Johansson and Lindahl 2009b; MacCallum et al. 2007;
Ulmschneider et al. 2010b; Von Heijne 2007; White 2007).
However, as pointed out by von Heijne (2007) and White
(2007), one should bear in mind that the biological scale is
not measuring a direct bulk-to-bilayer partitioning per-se
but rather translocon-mediated bilayer insertions. Further-
more, the high success rate at which the biological scale
predicts membrane protein topologies (Bernsel et al. 2008),
signiﬁcantly strengthens its validity. In an attempt to model
the insertion of an Arg residue into a biological membrane
as realistically as possible, Johansson et al. (2009b) per-
formed MD simulations where the bilayer included extra
TM helices as well as a translocon. At a certain mass
fraction of added TM helices, the solvation free energy of
Arg was found to reach the experimental value of 2.5 kcal/
mol and the presence of a translocon lowered the cost of
inserting an Arg reside to 3–5 kcal/mol right next to the
lateral gate. These results were ascribed to the presence of
extra helices in the bilayer, making it possible for the
membrane to retain more hydration water, not only in the
interfacial region, but also closer to the hydrophobic core.
This connects well to the conclusion by White (2007)
that the insertion of charge-bearing TM helices in the
studies by Hessa et al. (2005a, b) can be explained by a
combination of charged residue snorkeling and local lipid
Fig. 10 a PMFs for Arg side chains (Arg), both protonated (ArgH
?)
and deprotonated (Arg
0). The corresponding Arg side chain analogues
are shown as dashed lines. Insets show snapshots from the MD
simulations at the center of the bilayer (z = 0A ˚). Adapted from Li
et al. (2008b). b The pKa shift proﬁle for an Arg side chain (solid line)
and an Arg side chain analogue (Mguan, dashed line). Adapted from
Li et al. (2008a)
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123rearrangements in the immediate vicinity of the charge-
bearing helices.
Conclusions and Perspective
The results reviewed here demonstrate that peptide–mem-
brane partitioning phenomena can now be studied in their
entirety by conventional atomic detail MD simulations,
without the need for millisecond sampling times as previ-
ously thought. Virtually all membrane active peptides can
in principle be considered, opening up the possibility to
quickly gather kinetic data (e.g., room-temperature inser-
tion rates from extrapolation of high-temperature behavior)
and thermodynamic data (insertion propensities) on many
of these systems using modest computational effort. Where
barriers are high as a result of the presence of charged
residues, PMF calculations offer a convenient alternative,
albeit at the loss of kinetic information.
Full peptide water-to-bilayer transfer properties allow the
construction of a complete insertion scale for arbitrary
sequences, answering how strongly membrane proteins are
embedded into lipid bilayers. Because these properties are
critical to the structural stability of membrane proteins and
consequently their function, their accurate theoretical
description and precise quantiﬁcation are of the utmost
importance. It is unfortunately difﬁcult to extract similar
information from experiments because the design of mono-
merically partitioning peptides has remained an unsolved
challenge (Ladokhin and White 2004; Wimley and White
2000).
However, recent in vitro experiments that used the
microsomal Sec61 translocon machinery have allowed the
construction of an insertion scale for arbitrary sequences
(Hessa et al. 2005a, 2007). Although this cannot at present
be directly compared to the monomeric peptides simula-
tions, the agreement is nevertheless very close. It is
desirable that in the near future a quantitative match
between experimental and simulated insertion free energies
can be achieved. As MD enters the millisecond timescale
over the coming decade, simulations of membrane active
peptides and membrane proteins will provide a powerful
new tool to complement experiments.
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